Climbers are often used in metaheuristics in order to intensify the search and identify local optima with respect to a neighborhood structure. Even if they constitute a central component of modern heuristics, their design principally consists in choosing the pivoting rule, which is often reduced to two alternative strategies: first improvement or best improvement. The conception effort of most metaheuristics belongs in proposing techniques to escape from local optima, and not necessarily on how to climb toward better local optima. In this paper, we are interested in attaining good local optima with basic hill-climbing techniques. The NK model will be used to evaluate a set of climbers proposed in this paper. By focusing on the pivoting rule definition, we show that choosing the worst improving neighbor often leads to attain better local optima. Moreover, by slightly modifying the worst improvement strategy, one can design efficient climbers which outperform first and best improvement in terms of tradeoff between quality and computational effort.
INTRODUCTION
Most metaheuristics are based on a neighborhood search technique, which consists in transforming an initial solution by application of local moves chosen from a neighborhood structure. During the last decades, a large panel of neighborhood searches have been designed, like hill-climbing, tabu search, simulated annealing, or iterated local search (see Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. GECCO'14, July 12-16, 2014, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Copyright 2014 ACM 978-1-4503-2662-9/14/07 ...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2576768.2598268. [3] ). These metaheuristics mainly differ in the move selection heuristic employed. Hill-climbings are simple neighborhood search techniques and are widely used as basic elements of more sophisticated local search algorithms or advanced metaheuristics (including evolutionary and hybrid algorithms).
While designing a neighborhood search algorithm, three main conceptual issues have to be considered. First, the neighborhood structure design, which directly affects the fitness landscape to explore. This aspect is greatly problemdependant and will not be discussed in this paper. Second, a method to choose the solution initiating or restarting the search has to be designed. This aspect is often debated, especially in iterated local search studies. Last, the pivoting rule defines the acceptance criterion of neighbors during the search. The paper focuses on this major aspect, which is rarely investigated, except for comparing first and best improvements on specific problems [2, 10] .
In a previous study [1] , we showed that first improvement tends to outperform best improvement on many landscapes derived from several combinatorial problems. An analysis of landscapes properties also indicated that first improvement is particularly efficient for climbing non-smooth landscapes. Intuitively, since best improvement systematically chooses the highest neighbor, it should conduce the search towards the nearest peak (local optima) of the landscape. On the contrary, first improvement often performs reduced improvements, which tends to drive progressively the search toward higher areas, where the potential local optima are also higher. To extrapolate, we believe that choosing the worst improving neighbor at each step of the search will allow to increase the number of steps and then the possibility to reach higher areas of landscapes by avoiding the climbing of small steepest peaks. In this paper, we aim at evaluating worst improvement as well as some other intermediate pivoting rules.
The paper is organized as follow. The next section focuses on fitness landscapes and NK model, and also recall hill-climbing principles. In section 3, we present alternative pivoting rules, including the underestimated worst improvement strategy. Results of empirical comparisons between 12 pivoting rules will be provided and analyzed in this section. In section 4, we propose refined pivoting rules, which allow to approximate the worst improvement strategy, with a reduced number of solution evaluations. Experiments and result analysis are also provided in order to evaluate the effectiveness of such approaches. In the last section we point out some conclusion and discuss on perspectives of this work.
CLIMBING FITNESS LANDSCAPES

Combinatorial fitness landscapes
Fitness landscapes constitute a key concept in theoretical / evolutionary biology since the beginning of the 1930s. Originally, a fitness landscape is a genotype-phenotype mapping [11] which emphasizes the effect of mutations (genotype modifications) on fitness (lifetime reproductive success). Nowadays, this concept is frequently used to characterize combinatorial optimization problems within an evolutionary computation context [7, 6, 9] .
Formally, a combinatorial fitness landscape is a triplet (X , N , f), where X is a set of configurations (or candidate solutions) called search space, N : X → 2 X is a neighborhood relation, and f is a fitness function. f(x) is the fitness (or height) of a configuration x ∈ X . x ′ ∈ N (x) is a neighbor of x. N (x) is called the neighborhood of x. In a maximization context, a local optimum is a configuration x ∈ X such that ∀x
, while a global optimum is a configuration x ⋆ ∈ argmax x∈X f(x). A fitness landscape (X , N , f) is usually linked with a combinatorial optimization problem instance, where X represents a discrete set of feasible solutions, and f corresponds to a scalar objective function or its estimation.
NK-landscapes
The NK family of landscapes has been proposed in [4] in order to generate artificial combinatorial landscapes with tunable shape properties: size and ruggedness. NK-landscapes use a basic search space, with binary strings as configurations and bit-flip (1-flip) as neighborhood. Characteristics of an NK-landscape are determined by means of two parameters N and K. N refers to the length of binary string configurations. K ∈ {0, . . . , N −1} specifies the level of variables interdependency, which directly affects the ruggedness of the landscape. By increasing the value of K from 0 to N − 1, NK-landscapes can be tuned from smooth to rugged. In particular, if K = 0, the landscape contains only one local (global) optimum; on the contrary, setting K to N − 1 leads to a random fitness assignment.
In NK-landscapes, the fitness function FNK : {0, 1} N → [0, 1) to be maximized is defined as follows:
xi is the i-th bit of configuration x (1 i N ). Subfunction Πi defines the dependencies of bit i, with Πi(
K+1 → [0, 1) defines the contribution value of xi with respect to its set of dependencies Πi(x).
NK-landscape instances are both determined by the (K + 1)-uples (xi, x π 1 (i) , . . . , x π K (i) ) and a fitness contribution matrix C describing the 2 N × (K + 1) possible contribution values. In standard NK-landscape instances considered here, dependencies between variables and contribution values are randomly generated from a uniform distribution.
Hill-climbing and Move Strategies
A hill-climbing algorithm (or climber ) is a basic local search strategy which navigates through the search space thanks to non-deteriorating moves only. Given an initial configuration called starting point, a traditional climber iteratively moves to better neighbors, until a local optimum is reached. Such a search mechanism, also known as iterative improvement, allows to distinguish several variants which are discussed hereafter. To summarize, climbing a fitness landscape (X , N , f) consists actually in defining a move strategy which reaches a configuration as highest as possible.
Two commonly-used climbing move strategies, first and best improvement, constitute the widely used pivoting rules. These rules define how to select a better neighbor from a not locally optimal configuration [12] . More precisely, the best improvement strategy (or greedy hill-climbing) consists in selecting, at each iteration, a neighbor which achieves the best fitness. This implies to generate and evaluate the whole neighborhood at each step of the search. The first improvement strategy accepts the first evaluated neighbor which satisfies the moving condition and avoids the systematic generation of the entire neighborhood. Worst improvement, among other pivoting rules, can easily be considered but, to the best of our knowledge, is not really envisaged for the design of local search algorithms. This paper will focus on determining the actual efficiency of these underestimated move strategies, which are detailed in the next section.
A neutral move policy has to be established for climbing landscapes containing neutrality. We focus here on the evaluation of pivoting rules, then experimental comparisons will be realized on non-neutral NK-landscapes in order to prevent a possible impact of neutral move policies. Thus, climbers considered afterwards will respect the generic basic iterative improvement definition, allowing only stricly improving moves (see algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Generic basic iterative improvement algorithm
input: a starting point xs ∈ X x ← xs while x is not a local optimum do
FROM BEST TO WORST IMPROVEMENT
In a precedent study [1] , we empirically show that first improvement allows to find better local optima than best improvement on most combinatorial landscapes, especially on difficult ones (fairly large and/or rugged landscapes). This result was observed on NK-landscapes and fitness landscapes derived from academic combinatorial problems: MAXSAT, QAP, and Flow-shop. In other words, this means that on difficult landscapes, selecting systematically the highest neighbor statistically leads to be trapped in local optimal of lower quality. It should be interesting to determine if strategies which favor the selection of improving neighbors of lower fitnesses conduct to higher local optima. In particular, it makes sense to consider the worst improvement pivoting rule, which selects the worst improving neighbor at each step of the search.
Considering Rank-based Pivoting Rules
Let Ix = (x1, x2, . . . , xw) a tuple constitued by all strictly (distincts) improving neighbors of x ∈ X sorted by decreas-
Given a configuration x and an associated tuple Ix = (x1, x2, . . . , xw), let us describe three generic ranking-based pivoting rules:
• S = i selects at each step of the search the i-th best improving neighbor (xi).
• S i selects randomly one of the i-th best improving neighbors (belonging to {x1, x2, . . . , xi}).
• S i selects randomly one of the (w − i + 1)-th worst improving neighbors (belonging to {xi, xi+1, . . . , xw}).
Let q1 = ⌈w/4⌉, m = ⌈w/2⌉ and q3 = ⌈3w/4⌉ be respectively the indices of the first, second and third quartiles of Ix. b = 1 and w denote the indices corresponding to the best and the worst configurations of Ix. In the following, we will consider S and S w ). Obviously, S = b corresponds to best improvement, S = w to worst improvement, and S w to first improvementdespite the fact that the definition assumes that the whole neighborhood is systematically generated. Figure 1 : Illustration of different ranking-based pivoting rules. Improving neighbors are sorted from the best (x b ) to the worst (xw). This ranking determines the candidate set of acceptable neighbors according to the pivoting rule. For instance, S q 3 consists in randomly selecting a configuration among the 75% most improving neighbors.
Consequently, we extracted 12 distinct ranking-based pivoting rules, which includes first, best and worst improvement move strategies. Their relative efficiency will be discussed below.
Experimentations
This section aims at competing climbers which use different ranking-based pivoting rules by measuring their respective ability to reach high local optima. Let us notice that this study mainly focus on the worst improvement performance. Other variants will help us to evaluate the impact of the move strategy in local searches.
Experimental process consists in the comparison of 12 hill-climbing versions, each one corresponding to a specific rank-based pivoting rule S (see section 3.1):
All climbers are tested on various NK-landscapes. Recall that N and K parameters allow to build NK instances of different sizes and ruggednesses. In our experiments, we consider 28 (N, K) parametrizations, corresponding to all combinations of N ∈ {128, 256, 512, 1024} and K ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}. For each couple (N, K), we generated 10 random landscapes. Consequently, 280 different NK-landscapes are considered here. 100 random configurations were generated for each NKlandscape, which will be used as starting points for hillclimbings. For each NK-landscape, 100 executions of the 12 hill-climbing versions were performed, using the same set of starting points in order to cancel the initialization bias. Searches are stopped when a local optimum is reached.
In this experiment analysis, we mainly focus on the quality of the local optima reached by all hill-climbings variants. For each triplet (N, K, S), we first compute the average fitness of the 1,000 local optima resulting from the corresponding searches. To increase readability, we only report on Numerical results given in table 1 allows to extract several clear conclusions. First, we observe that best improvement systematically achieves best average results on smooth instances (K = {1, 2}), while worst improvement outperforms other variants on all other landscapes. This observation is clearly confirmed by the statistical analysis. Previous work [1] already shown the superiority of best improvement against first improvement on smooth NK-landscapes, and the superiority of first improvement against best improvement on rugged ones. Here, experiments on rank-based pivoting rules show that worst improvement is clearly more efficient that first improvement each time first improvement outperforms best improvement. For reaching better local optima, it seems to be appropriate to choose only between best and worst improvement strategies, depending of the ruggedness of the landscape. This tendency is confirmed in figure 2 , which shows the evolution of average fitness values according to the rank-based pivoting rule used. It indicates that the average quality of local optima is strongly correlated with the rank (quality) of selected neighbors, positively on smooth NK-landscapes and negatively on rugged ones. Table 2 focus on the best local optima obtained by each strategy on each landscape. For each couple (strategy, instance), we first compute the best local optimum reached among the 100 executions. Given a (N ,K) parametrization, values provided in the table corresponds to the average fitness of the best local optima obtained by each strategy on the 10 instances. Globally, observations reported for table 1 remain valid. We can then expect that the superiority of worst improvement should be observed also in an iterated local search context (considering a fixed number of local search realized).
In the graphic of figure 3 , we report the average fitness values obtained by the 12 studied climbers versions (for N = 1024). Methods are ordered according to the average rank of solutions selected by the pivoting rule. For each ruggedness level (K), we observe a monotonic or nearly monotonic evolution of the average final fitnesses. This confirms that the local search efficiency is directly correlated (negatively or positively) with the fitness improvement realized at each step of the search. The table included in figure  3 reports numerical results for K = 12. This allows to visualize the monotonic evolution of results obtained by the generic ranking-based pivoting rules (S = , S , and S ). The different results obtained and reported in tables 1 and 2, and in figure 3 , show a clear interest in performing worst improvement hill-climbings while considering rugged landscapes. However, achieving a worst improvement search naturally requires most solution evaluations. When comparing worst improvement against best improvement, attaining a local optimum requires more moves: each best improvement step significantly increases the fitness value while worst improvement focus on minimizing the fitness benefit at each step of the search. First improvement naturally allows to avoid the systematic generation of the entire neighborhood, which drastically reduces the number of evaluations needed to reach the local optima. In the next section, we focus on the number of evaluations, and propose ways to keep advantages of worst improvement with a reduced number of solution evaluations.
APPROXIMATING WORST IMPROVE-MENT
First results emphasizes that for climbing efficiently rugged landscapes, the search should focus on selecting the improving neighbors which achieve lower fitness values. However, such a strategy is time-consuming for two reasons. First, in Table (on top) : numerical values for K=12.
minimizing the improvement realized at each step, we tend to greatly increase the number of steps needed to reach a local optimum. Second, as for best improvement, the whole neighborhood has to be generated for ensuring the selection of the worst neighbor -unless an incremental neighborhood evaluation is feasible.
Here, we propose to approximate the complete worst improvement strategy by generating the neighborhood partially. Such a mechanism is commonly used for approximating best improvement on large neighborhoods [8] . We propose here to select the worst improving neighbor of a solution within a subset of its neigborhood. More precisely, we introduce the partial worst improvement (denoted as Wκ), which consists in stopping the neighborhood generation when κ improving neighbors are found (unless the whole neighborhood has been evaluated). At each step of the search, Wκ selects the configuration with the lowest fitness among the (at most) κ improving neighbors. As a consequence, the parameter κ directly affects the number of solution evaluations needed to perform a hill-climbing step. Note that W1 is first improvement, while WN corresponds to the (complete) worst improvement.
In the experiments, several partial worst improvement versions have been tested: W2, W4, W8, W16, and also W1 and WN for comparison. Experimental process consists then in the comparison of 6 hill-climbing versions which are competing on the set of 280 NK-landscapes used in the previous section. The experimental protocol remains also unchanged in terms of starting points, number of executions, and stopping criterion. Let us precise that neighbors are always generated in a random order. Table 3 : Comparison of first improvement, worst improvement, and partial worst improvement pivoting rules (average fitness of local optima reached from 1,000 hill-climbings distributed on 10 instances).
other strategies presented in the previous section. Average results and statistical significance are provided as described in section 3.2. We also report, for each instance, the average number of solution evaluations needed to reach a local optima (in thousands). Let us recall that W1 and WN were respectively denoted as S = w and S w in table 1, then similar results can be retrieved for these methods in both tables, ie. worst improvement outperforms first improvement when K 4. Globally, according to figure 4, which graphically summarizes results of table 3, WN ≻ W16 ≻ W8 ≻ W4 ≻ W2 ≻ W1, considering that A ≻ B denotes that hill-climbing algorithm A outperforms algorithm B in average on a particular set of instances. This confirms the overall tendency observed in the previous section, which states that when first improvement outperforms best improvement, the climbing efficiency is inversely proportional to the quality of the selected improving neighbors. Nevertheless, on most instances, a relatively low value of κ (regarding to N ) is sufficient to obtain a partial worst improvement whose results are not statistically outperformed by the complete worst improvement. The use of such technique is particularly interesting since it clearly requires less solution evaluations than worst improvement. In most cases, with an accurate κ value, a partial worst improvement can yield statistically comparable local optima while requiring significantly less solution evaluations than a complete worst improvement. Setting κ consists in determining the best compromise between hill-climbing efficiency and computational costs. Note that despite best and (complete) worst improvement both need to evaluate the whole neighborhood at each step of the search, the number of solution evaluations required by worst improvement is significantly greater than by best improvement since the number of (small) steps necessarily increases. The computational difference is especially observed during the first part of the search, when improving neighbors are numerous.
In figure 5 , we report the average fitness evolution with respect to the number of solutions evaluated on a 1024 6 instance. This figure emphasizes that the computation cost of worst improvement is really high when compared to the other strategies. It is interesting to notice that although the convergence speed of worst improvement is low, it tends to increase during the search 1 . A similar evolution was observed for all instances. Figure 6 reports the results outputted in figure 5 with a focus on the first 400,000 evaluations which suffice to terminate best and partial worst improvements. This figure allows us to visualize, on non-smooth NK-landscapes, the clear superiority of W1 (first improvement), W2, W4, W8, and W16 against best improvement. Moreover, the tradeoff between convergence speed and quality of obtained local optima is easy to observe. Increasing κ allows to reach better local optima but with higher computation costs. In particular, setting κ to 2 suffices to improve results obtained by first improvement (κ = 1) without increasing drastically the number of solution evaluations. When κ = 16, the observed convergence speed is similar to best improvement, but searches are trapped later in local optima.
CONCLUSION
Climbers are often considered as basic components of advanced search methods. However, influence of their conception choices are rarely discussed through advanced studies. In particular, most studies only focus on best and/or first improvement strategies. In this paper we focused on the design of hill-climbing pivoting rules, the aim being to reach high local optima in various landscapes. In particular, we first evaluate the ability of the worst improvement strategy to reach better configurations. Experiments show that worst improvement is more efficient than both first and best improvement strategies while exploring rugged NK-landscapes. Results also show that the average quality of the attained local optima is negatively correlated with the quality of selected neighbors: worst are the ranks of selected improving neighbors, better are the average local optima attained by the hill-climbing strategy. Results on smooth NK-landscapes lead to the opposite conclusion.
The second part of this study focused on reducing the computational cost induced by worst improvement. To this aim, we proposed intermediate pivoting rules between first and worst improvement. It mainly consists in combining the low computational cost of first improvement with the ability of worst improvement to reach good local optima. Experiments show that choosing the worst improving neighbor among a fixed number κ of potential improving moves leads to good tradeoffs between quickness (first improvement) and efficiency (worst improvement). In particular, choosing an adequate κ allows to define a partial worst improvement climber, whose results are statistically comparable to worst improvement ones while requiring a reduced computational effort.
Perspectives of this work include the application of worstbased improvement principle to classical combinatorial problems. In [1] , we showed that first improvement outperforms best improvement in many cases when applied to flow-shop, QAP and MAXSAT problems. We can expect that worst improvement should outperforms both classical pivoting rules also on these problems. Naturally, some adaptation of this study have to be proposed in order to tackle combinatorial landscapes containing neutrality, which is a particularity of numerous landscapes derived from combinatorial problems.
Other perspective includes the extension of this analysis to Iterative Local Search methods [5] . Indeed, it should be interesting to determine if improving climbers can help to improve local search-based metaheuristics.
